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materials that refer to the topic of abortion should be prohibited. 124) drivers shouldnÃ¢Â€ÂŸt be allowed to toot
car horns unless itÃ¢Â€ÂŸs a case of emergency. argumentative/persuasive research project argumentative/persuasive research project the purpose of a persuasive or argumentative research paper is to get
the reader to side with you on a * denotes topics that may be more challenging to research ... - u.s.
history/english 302 research paper topic list the following is a list of possible research paper topics. a research
paper is not a report. instead, it must deal with a specific issue, and should prove a specific thesis. share
controversial topic research - procon - controversial topic research as you begin researching your controversial
topic of choice, be mindful of the valuable resources available via pioneer ... argumentative essay topics yahoo's
links to controversial issues & research topics google's issues o'keefe library: hot paper topics 301 prompts for
argumentative writing - the new york times - 301 prompts for argumentative writing technology technology 1.
does technology make us more alone? 2. are you distracted by technology? 3. do apps help you or just waste your
time? 4. do you spend too much time on smartphones playing Ã¢Â€Â˜stupid gamesÃ¢Â€Â™? 5. will wearable
technology ever really catch on? 6. are digital photographs too plentiful to be argumentative paper structure university of washington - page 1 of 3 courtesy the odegaard writing & research center
http://depts.washington/owrc argumentative paper format *please note that this is only a sample ...
argumentation research summary methods - nuffield foundation - argumentation  research summary
nuffield practical work for learning: argumentationÃ¢Â€Â¢ research summary page 1 of 1 Ã‚Â© nuffield
foundation 2013 Ã¢Â€Â¢ downloaded from ... 200 prompts for argumentative writing - the new york times 200 prompts for argumentative writing education 1. is cheating getting worse? 2. should students be able to grade
their teachers? 3. does your school hand out too many aÃ¢Â€Â™s? 4. should middle school students be drug
tested? 5. should reading and math be taught in gym class too? 6. how seriously should we take standardized
tests? 7. argumentative writing research - facing history and ourselves - argumentative writing research and
directions in learning and teaching the following document is meant to help you understand current trends and
directions in the research around teaching argumentative writing in history. facing history and ourselves is
concerned with many aspects of a learnerÃ¢Â€Â™s identityÃ¢Â€Â”from moral philosopher to analytical
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